BUSTING SOME OF THE MYTHS OF FELL RUNNING

If you can run up Almscliffe Crag, you can probably do a fell race
Do I need to look like Martin Lofthouse to go fell running?
Heaven forbid, of course not. We can’t all have his low
centre of gravity and cool good looks can we.
Do I have to love the mud?
It’s true you’ll get blathered in the stuff on Ilkley or Haworth
Moors in winter but can anyone remember mud at
Charlesworth Chase in summer? Embrace it and don’t be put
off by it – XC’s can be just the same and everyone can do
those too. Legs are easy to wash (unlike your toe nails, just
ask Sarah C if you have an hour spare) but don’t clog the shower up at home, you’ll be in bother.
Summer races can often be very dry, other than a beer at the end.
Hills, but I can’t do hills
Everyone can, you just have to pace yourself – same effort less speed on the
ups, same effort with more speed on
the downs. Even the best fell runners
walk sometimes and I certainly do lots
of it (too much I hear some of you
shout). You obviously can’t hope to run
a hilly course as fast as you can on the
flat, so don’t think to compare them.
Good demonstration from Jim here.
Aren’t fell runners all fast – you really didn’t need to ask this?
It’s true that most likely you’ll finish a race a bit lower down the field than in a road race or a park run,
but so-what, most of us would settle for last in an Olympic final, at least you were there.
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But I’ll probably get lost – I can’t read a map
Navigation seems to worry some folk, particularly if you haven’t been
walking in the hills. This is a skill you tend to learn steadily over a period
of time rather than biting it off in one big chunk. Shorter races are often
taped/marshalled so it’s less of an issue. It’s really the long stuff going
deeper into the moors or higher into the mountains where this becomes
much more important. Cloud and mist are generally the challenges here.
If there is appetite for it, I’m sure we can arrange a few low-key practice
sessions to help folk overcome any immediate issues.

The fells are such a long way away and I don’t have time
Agreed some are quite a journey (it’s really worth it though), but some folk will travel for ages to run
round a park or a big city to have things chucked at them by Geordie kids (well it happened to me
anyway). The Nidd Fell Champs in 2019 are heavily based in the Yorkshire Dales and you can be there
quicker than a shopping trip to the Trinity in Leeds.
Harrogate just
over this hill

Why all the different category of races?
I guess it can be a bit confusing at first. All races are graded for severity of ascent A, B or C, A being the
toughest. They are rated L, M or S for long (>20K), medium (10K-20K) or short (<10K). Best to start
with BM, BS and the C’s to get used to it, but please don’t be put off by the A’s.

[Please forgive the graphics]
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Taped seams – what’s that about?
….and the rest. Well, the fell running community doesn’t like hypothermia (see attached link below)
and the kit requirements are there to try and prevent it. Remember when you were walking with Mum
and Dad when you were a kid and they said “take this, just in case….” They never said what “just in
case” meant, but they kind of meant hypothermia, but they probably couldn’t spell it, nor probably
really knew what it was, but their parents had said the same thing so that made it right.
In summary, you should arrive at a race prepared
to carry/wear, “best practice” kit of waterproof
whole body cover (taped seams and integrated
hood) + hat + gloves + compass + whistle +
emergency food. In the shorter races the
organisers are likely to allow much less. I’d chuck
in a whistle if you’re on a fellside in any
circumstances. It’s good practice to have this
stuff if you go for a training run as well. At least
you won’t need to carry a pillow like on a tarmac
race, just in case you fall asleep from boredom.
Drones cannot be used to carry your kit – no
way.
But hills are dark and forbidding places

Oh no they’re not, or you’re still living with
the Victorians. Fell runs are a brilliant way
to experience the great outdoors and
unless you’re a real fell goat at the front of
the field then you’ll have plenty time to
admire the glorious views.

Isn’t it dangerous?
I’d say it’s darned safer than Station Parade, Parliament Street or
Wetherby Road in Harrogate (and I could go on indefinitely). There is the
odd bit of excitement like the short rocky top of Simons Seat on
Charlesworth Chase, which is a great place to overtake if you have a
modicum of nerve. Running downhill is wonderfully freeing (just watch
Cath B flapping her arms about) and takes on a childlike joy. Now you’re
grown up you can really enjoy it without your parents spoiling it. [As one
ex. Nidder put it – “Just disengage brain, kick it down the hill and chase
after it”]. Do concentrate and keep your eyes a few metres in front though
– the steeper it is, the closer you need to watch your feet. If the gradient
is shallower and less technical, then you can keep your eyes further in
front.
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Helpful documents
On a more serious note, there is lots of information on the Fell Runners Association website, but here
are the links to 2 documents that you should have a read:
“The Runners Rules”
https://fellrunner.org.uk/documents/2019/FRA%20Requirements%20for%20Runners%202019%2019
-10-2018.pdf
“Hypothermia”
https://fellrunner.org.uk/documents/FRA_Hypothermia.pdf
Can I use a GPS?
Goodness me, not that one again.
Recently, this has been more
contentious than giving dressinggowns as Vet prizes used to be (a very
practical item the argument went – I
don’t think people object to socks, so
why not). The FRA have spoken on
the GPS matter (they rise above
dressing-gowns), so that’s that for
the time being. If a race is classified
as “G” by the organiser you can you
use all the little gadgets your GPS has
to offer. Otherwise (and this is more
common) you can only use the time,
distance, speed or altitude functions
and to record your actual route for
Courtesy of Jim Tyson, fell-running cartoonist
post-race analysis. You cannot
delineate a route, display current
position on a map or use as a compass. I can explain the why’s and wherefores at length over a pint
as can any of the Nidd fell regulars.
Of course, if you’re out on the hills on a training run you can use them how you wish.
What’s an altimeter?
That’s quite enough questions for today thank you.
And finally – Do I need a hairy backside?
Like folk in every other walk of life, fell runners come in all shapes and sizes and states of hairiness.
You can be shaven, shaggy, smooth or sculptured, young or older. Just come along as you. No photos
available for this one.
FRP (for Nidd Valley Runners purposes only), February 2019
With apologies to all mentioned above
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